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The BA Summit Southern Africa 2018 (#BASummitSA) took place during October. There
were a whole range of speakers, and during the conference I created a series of mindmaps.
I have collated these mindmaps into a single document. I hope that you find this useful!
Please keep in mind that these are ‘rough notes’ so you may well find mistakes and typos,
and that they cover only a portion of what each speaker said. There really is nothing like
actually being there. Do take a look at the conference website, and consider attending next
year (https://basummit.co.za/)
Please do pass this document on to anyone who you think would find it beneficial.
Hope to catch up soon,

Adrian
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Certain magic in stories
Gives context and meaning to the world
Studies show more brain activity when hearing
stories
"Storytelling lights us up like Christmas trees"

Stories
Brain chemistry

cortisol (attention)
oxytocin (empathy)

We might not be in advertising or marketing,
but we can take a lot from how stories are used
in these contexts

Are we doing something people will care about
today and tomorrow
Can we inspire our colleagues and stakeholders
to get stuck in?

BA is all about value

Can we persuade the people out there to be
part to the journey?
We can inspire people

With a good story....

...and enable value
Imagine your current project. What movie
genre? What would the ad say?

Strategy and Value

Our current.........is a.....................things
are..........

Summary

Summary

CAMPFIRE BA
STORY THINKING AS A
STRATEGIC ENABLER
JÉAN RAATH
@RAATHEL

Tweet the change

Tweet

"Characters are the centre of everything",
irrespective of context or story
Every good story needs a hero
Put people ﬁrst

They need to become the main act, we support
them...
...trusted sidekicks. Change agents. Help them
shine

Empathy

Care enough to see the world through their eyes
Unlock value enablement
Hold stories together

Theme: know your purpose

The "why" questions help us understand what is
worthwhile

....also holds projects together

Not just about "getting the deliverable done"
No change without actually doing something

Characteristics

Conﬂict & resolution: Inspire action that leads
to results

Film director yelling "action"

We need to inspire those clapperboard
moments

Action or intervention
"Someone doing something in order to achieve
a goal"
"If we want to be different we have to change"
Study: superbowl - most successful ads had
clearest storyline

Plot and story arc: provide context and structure
Story arc
Journey mapping with personas

BA examples

Hypothesis statement

Judging
Excluding
Tone down/stop

Limiting
Withholding

Depends on quality of culture

Dictating

In Summary

Appreciate
Share
Developing

Getting to the next level of greatness

Increase

Research says that 9 out of 10 conversations
miss the mark

Celebrating

We all speak an average of 16,000 words a day

What is conversational intelligence

"I've learned that people will forget what you
said, people will forget what you did. But people
will never forget how you made them feel" -Maya Angelou

Choose the right environment
Build rapport

.... which depends on the quality of
conversations

Priming for trust

Get to know the person
Focus attention on other person

Lack of trust

Eye contact (depending on culture)
Connect to their world

Don't think what to say next
Summarise/conﬁrm
Refocus
Reframe
Redirect

Sustain conversational agility

Conversational Essentials

... see bigger picture
Discover what you don't know

No guiding questions

Poor communication

Listening to connect: generate oxytocin

Don't interrupt

Create a curious receptive culture

Inability to listen

Overcomes

CONVERSATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE - THE
NEUROSCIENCE BEHIND
CONVERSATIONS
CARINA FOURIE
@CFOURIE3

Inability to co-create

Why C-IQ
Leads to

Meaningful communication
From "I" to "we"

Model: "5 brains"

Amygdala

Ask questions for which you have no answers
Limbic Brain

Double-clicking
Neocortex

Stores experiences

Objectivity

Cortisol

Executive control
Innovation

Prefrontal cortex

Activates by transparency and appreciation

Trust

Neurochemistry of conversations

The chemistry of trust and connection

Enables innovation & seeing other perspectives

Makes decisions very fast

Calculation

Neuroscience

Triggers our primitive brain (amygdala)

Activates pre-frontal cortex

Fight, ﬂight

Logical thinking

Breaks down trust

Feel good hormone

All connected

Scans moment of being included or excluded

Don't assume

Chemistry of fear and distrust

Orchestration of all parts of brain

Feelings and emotions

Not showing you know better

Ensure that the way you understand a word
aligns to the meaning the other person
attaches to it

Particularly useful in agile environments

Ability to see other points of view
Oxytocin
Heart Brain

Connection with someone else
Controversial -- newer research
Amygdala spots it

e.g. something looks wrong

Shuts off executive control
Activates limbic brain
Can lead to "amygdala hijack"

Intro
Of exec don't buy in: ask "How easy did you
make for them to buy in?"

BA is exciting, but there need to be changes

Not (just) about tech

Make a compelling vision

It's about how we interact
Digital is an era

e.g. crane: sensors and data points
Workﬂow : "if you see this, and this, this then
increment items lifted by one"
Often sensors are already there, it's about how
to expose them.

The changing pace of tech
Rising expectations
Previously there was forgiveness "disk 1 of 6'

What is digital?

1. Digitize the assets

Zero respect for technology

Outcome focussed

2. Interrogate and visualize the data

Ask "why would people interact with this"

Port
Hand washing

Kids don't care about the tech in the
background

Use cases described during presentation

Absolutely have to understand the business
problem

Use Cases

Lens of value

Cell phone base station
Deploy rapidly, adapt, and move on

e.g. IoT

No more "unveiling of statues", that doesn't
work any more

World moving towards "...as a service "
Needs agility to keep pace

...as a service

Interoperability is crucial

EXPONENTIAL
TECHNOLOGY-- WHAT IT
MEANS FOR BAS
GARETH REES

Not separate strategies

e.g. Machine learning
e.g. Blockchain

Don't root thought in where tech came from

Interrelated ecosystems

e.g. developed in 60s but now computing
power cheaper and more availability
Think about the way that it connects together

Technologies are designed to live together

Islands of digitisation
Systems don't talk

e.g. Ampliﬁed intelligence

It's no longer about the technology constraint,
it's the business model constraint

Previously... point to point solutions

Silod data won't add as much value

Is tech appropriate for context?

Self driving cars, may work in the West....
....but what about congested roads, e.g. Lagos?

Pressure to digital
CEO

Board nods and agrees
Hires Chief Digital Ofﬁcer (CDO)

Big data

Lost

Data lakes
"Lazy"

CDO

Lacks credibility

So...cloud integration.... non-uniﬁed platform

IoT

Chosen a system.... restricted by that system...

Knows little about the org

Gatekeeper
Guarding all the doors

Or expensive software to get everything to talk
together. Changing a product difﬁcult

CIO

The journey to digital

Considers digital a risk
Legacy has become his ﬁefdom
Need to explain the advantages

Reduction or removal of technical debt
Flexibility

Knows the business
Always trying to do more with less
COO
Single platform at an operational level
Not about replacing components... getting
them to talk together
e.g. 26 sensors in a CAT wheel, sending "OK"
signal every msec
e.g. only send data signal if 5% out of tolerance

Decide which data goes in

CFO
What you need is a uniﬁed platform

Needs to see return. Why should I release my
people for a project when I'm under so much
pressure
Show me the money!

Feasibility
Options

9.Recommending the business
solution

Costs & beneﬁts
Risks and impacts
Business case

Wide role

Business activity assessment

IT improvement

Business process
Events
People
Organisation

Scope vs authority

8.Exploring the gap

Business improvement
Evolving into "trusted advisor role"

POPIT model

Process

Process improvement

Align strategy, environment and architecture

1.Breaking business analysis down

Deﬁne project and business case

IT
Business change lifecycle
Customer

Implement

Actor(s)
Transformation ("transaction")
Worldview

Measure beneﬁts
Think of business case differently

CATWOE

Owner

7.Conceptualising the business
activities

Environment
Business activity model
Organisation diagram

HITCHIKER'S GUIDE TO
STRATEGIC BUSINESS
ANALYSIS
JOE NEWBERT
@NEWBERT

Examine the outside world

Lines for relationships
Update it

Categorise: power vs interest grid
Devise a stakeholder management strategy

Understand organisation's direction

2.Understand the business strategy

6.Analysing stakeholders &
viewpoints

etc.

Document analysis
Interviews
Workshop
Observation
Activity sampling
Questionnaire

4.Investigating the business situation

VMOST
Resource audit

Agree actions for business change

SWOT

Scope
Constraints and boundaries
Authority
Resources

5.Document the current unstructured
situation

Potter's 5 forces

Identify resources and capabilities

Deﬁne the business and project objectives

3.Planning the business analysis
study

Rich picture

Minutes

PESTLE

Deﬁne organisational performance

RASCI chart

Mind maps

Not a document

Analyse the business domain

Identify
Colour coded dots, size etc

Design

Schedule

Historic: Darwinian: biological revolution
Now we can update hardware and software
Even 3D print replacement parts

Changes

New heart, exoskeleton
People used to replicate decision logic and
code....
Schooling and compliance no longer relevant
Redeﬁning the role of people and tech in
workplace

Schools don't train upper brain
It's the stroppy kids who don't comply who see
the world differently that will be the leaders of
tomorrow

The digital economy is upon us

Need to re-program and learn constantly

As people

Tech has eyes, can track humans
Is asking different questions of us

Tech no longer simply executes our predetermined instructions

Own senses, own brain
Learns quicker than we can

As communities
As society

Introduction

Doesn't run on code, it runs on data

Lots of orgs doing "more of the same" and
asking why it doesn't work

Self learning and self optimisation

Beautiful process design....

We're great at designing processes....

e.g. networks of vehicles learning from each
other

Humans being phased out of process design
and execution

Cognitive systems

We are now entering a new
evolutionary phase

...but nobody executes them

We need understand "lenses" to view the world

We won't be the human "replication engines" of
the past

We can see the same thing and interpret it
differently

As a result, crucial to specialise on value
adding behaviours

Social

Uber offers a valuable clue

Political

Key systems that shape process lenses

London cabs: have to take "The knowledge" and
learn maps.

Economic

How can we move human systems into
automatic systems with people still winning

Uber: GPS. But driver provides an experience.
Are you too hot or cold?

Etc
Paternalism
Conformity

Train, augment. automate

e.g. children talking back

Lenses

Embrace data decision logic

Production capital
Size/scale

From descriptive logic, to prescriptive logic, to
predictive logic (machine learning)

"I don't need to know it, I just need to do it"
Sat Nav, I don't need to know the road has
changed. GPS navigates you.

e.g. call handler navigator. can enable call
handler to deal with any query... they can focus
on giving great human service without knowing
"the code"

Train staff to build new skills to differentiate
whilst validating the logic

Resources
Differentiators

Productivity

LESSONS FROM UBER
HOW THE DIGITAL ERA IS
CHALLENGING OUR
TRADITIONAL PROCESS
DESIGN AND ADOPTION
THINKING
RYAN FALKENBERG
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO
CLEVVA

Stop designing maps, start designing navigators

"Process Navigators"

Then perfectly positioned for automation

Real time, executable logic
Adaptive systems

...but not adopt
...not execute

Can design well

Presupposes "code" sits in staff member's brain

Cost effectiveness
Economies of scale

...shaped by the industrial era

Command and control
Processes based on standardisation

Execs "tell"
...no consultation
...whether you like it or not
Manipulative
Change adoption

But...issue with learning

One way communication
Get people to accept and not kick back
Coding the brain

Then "train"

What we are taught <> what we remember <>
what we apply

Rational
Focus on cost effectiveness

Expect people to execute process logic

People forget

Skilled labour

Current paradigm

"Parent" role as teacher
Conformance
Not an empowering journey
Looking over your shoulder

...so then you need control systems
Manage

Training is applied risk mitigation not
empowerment

Consequences if you don't comply
Replication, machines

2 dimensional view of a more complex ruleset
Context matters
Visio doesn't show context

Data point upon data point upon data point

Changed our lens

The code we describe is seldom the code users
must apply

The people get blamed, but it's the "code" that
is the problem
Change has moved beyond our adaptive
capabilities
Ford--horse to car--had decades to get ready
Digital interactions

Rate of change is above natural limits that staff
can handle/tolerate

Intellectual capital

Yet orgs still struggle with change

Change
Knowledge

Instant response

Pattern it

Differentiators

Reptilian brain

Knowledge era

But exhausting

Staff and customer satisfaction
Upper brain

Two way

How people are responding
Learning

Needed to reprogram

"Populism feeds the lower brain"

Learning

Systems and processes

Exhausting to use

Requires us to think and be self aware

Speed and agility

Re-engineering

"Automatic", not listening or thinking

Rarely trained

Up as well as down
Decision making at source

Populism

Transferred from paper to Word, excel etc ("The
code")

Protectionism
Extremism

Brand "me" became important

Ability to grow companies by owning ideas not
capital

But now... forgiveness has gone... quick change

Lower brain

Empowering the "little people"

Hearing and learning from others

Behaviour

But..trapped in technology ...

Racism/sexism
Addictions
"Just another change....."

We're overwhelmed

May have also mapped as a tree or ﬂow, but
still "decision code"

BAs don't always want to be "people managers"
Poker: top players win time and time again

Intro

Not because they have better cards
But because they play them better

We can play our cards differently through
strategic business analysis

Original meaning "The military leadership to
achieve victory in war"
Adapted for business
Lots of deﬁnitions... they all differ. We mean
different things when we say "strategy"
Unlikely to be "given" the role...

General, round a map, looking at strengths and
weaknesses, looking at advantages. Getting
into from his reports.

Show the value
Start with the end in mind

Solve an organisational problem

History

Start by doing it in addition to the day job (for a
deﬁned period of time)

How best can the army be used to win the war
Thinking about the battles while keeping the
war in mind

Carve your niche

Make allies along the way

Exec come up with rock solid strategy

Ch6. BABOK (Strategy Analysis)
Courses

"Textbook world"
Skill up

Online resources

It gets executed
We all celebrate

Lessons learned

Expect to be turned down, but ask nevertheless
Start looking, you'll see opportunities
everywhere
Hard work
Keeping lots of plates spinning

Start small
Exec far from the coal face

Strategy
Brace yourself

Holistic view

Ideas not reaching them

PLAYING YOUR CARDS
RIGHT
PAULO CONDE
@PAULOTHEPORRA

Distance from reality

Smaller competitors can compete with larger
ones

Reality
Nature of change

Cross industry thread

People, process, organisation & IT

Competitors

From reactive to proactive

Pace of change
Not about meeting immediate needs of the
project, but to focus on product long term
Old days...

Communicated out
Works well when environment stable

Gain exposure

Are management working on old information?

Learning in real time

Top down

Anticipate changes

Don't wait to be asked

e.g. Amazon (originally a book store) has
signiﬁcant market share in cloud storage

Technical change outpaces corporate planning
cycles

Pre-project

Disrupters

"If management's view of the world is based on
watered down, redacted, reality, how can they
formulate strategies"

From the bottom

"Play a few hands instead of folding"

Emergent strategy

Check assumptions: are they still valid?

Organisational learning
Growth mindset

Strategic BA role
Domain knowledge
Expert problem solving
Critical thinking
Business acumen
Cards we've been dealt

Excellent communication skills
Interpersonal skills

Can BAs be involved in strategy?

Adaptability

Getting people on the same page
Distil complex communication down

Inﬂuencing without authority
Quick to learn

Team player
Strategic business analysis has large overlap
with typical project BA skills

The list above was actually taken from job
descriptions for strategic roles in large
organisations!

We all have different perceptions
What is "value?"

How can we be sure we all have the same
understanding?
...process of identifying, planning, managing
and evaluating the intended beneﬁt of an
investment/project, product.

Beneﬁts Realisation Management (BRM)

Informs investment decisions
establishes plans to realise value

Change

Introduction

Through the lens of IIBA BA core competency
model

Context
Needs
Value
Stakeholders

Deliver business value

Why is a BA involved

Align investment initiatives to organisation's
strategy
Develop a business case
BRM can help us to

Identify beneﬁts--value delivered
Collaborate with stakeholders

1. Understand

Deﬁne vision, objective, roadmap etc
Prioritise
Classify
Keep up to date

2. Plan

3. Manage and monitor

Whatever capability we deliver needs to be
sustainable
Did we deliver the beneﬁts we projected?
Can we realise more beneﬁts?

Process

Improve the chance of delivering successful
business change

REALISING VALUE
THROUGH BENEFITS
MANAGEMENT
REGGIE MUSONZA
@TINASEZW

Inform solution evaluation & measuring of
beneﬁts post-launch

Objectives
Beneﬁts

Starting point: breaking it down

Value created as a result of change

Beneﬁts realisation
Beneﬁts realisation management

Lifecycle from beginning to end

4. Evaluate
Have a foundation. We'll stick with. For beneﬁts
management

Solution evaluation

Principle 1: beneﬁts need to be a measurable
improvement of outcomes as perceived by
stakeholders
Principle 2: Aligning beneﬁts to organisation's
strategic goals
Principle 3: Beneﬁts need to be ﬁrst understood
as outcomes

The principled approach

Principle 4: Beneﬁts must be measurable and
outcome based to demonstrate value

But not all quantitative; can be qualitative

Principle 5: Beneﬁts can only be realised
through change. Change can only be sustained
by realising beneﬁts.
Key principles

Principle 6: Beneﬁts ownership should be
assigned to appropriate sponsors and
managers (not the project team)
Principle 7: Intermediate beneﬁts are needed to
realise ultimate beneﬁts
Principle 8: Beneﬁts are dynamic. Things
change. Need to be reviewed
Principle 9: Sensible number of beneﬁts
Principle 10: Integrate beneﬁts realisation
management with other organisational
processes. Project management, change
management etc.

Will give stakeholders conﬁdence

Currency exchange rate
GDP growth (or not)

Changes or challenges

Fuel costs
Crime

Concluding charges
"The person who comes second is the ﬁrst
person to lose the race"

But not in the conventional way

Conclusion

"Cheat"

Find new ways

"Today's excellence is tomorrow's expectation"

"Data rich but insight poor"
How you think deﬁnes how you act and behave
in business

You are ultimately responsible for it
"How are you going to ﬁll those shoes"..."I
brought my own shoes"
Why compete? Bring your own stuff.

Need to understand your "why"
Trevor Noah

Multiple prestigious awards, best selling book
Be your authentic self

Not in an arrogant way...

Finding positivity in business

Own your stuff

Aspire to showing off

Practice
Qualify the excellence

"Just because it works does not mean it can't
be improved" -- from Black Panther movie

THE LAST MAVERICK
ALEX GRANGER

Effort

"Showing up" and working
e.g. MJ: awesome performer. But same music,
choreography.

There will be critics...

Prepare

Are there other creative ways of doing
business?

Differentiation

..is important but not everything

Disruption

Founder & chairman of Econet wireless
Obsessed with competition

Couldn't get licence to operate
Took 4yrs of court cases to get it

Strive Masiyiwa

Had their own ringtone
Kept remixing it...

Also simultaneously launched in other
countries & markets

Perseverance

"Don't quit, suffer now and spend the rest of
your life as a champion" - M.Ali

Obsessed with themselves

e.g. Cassper Nyovest

Nokia

Success relies on sacriﬁce
Do you read, and if so what?
If you reduce it, sacriﬁce, you can read or watch
a TED talk etc.

Ambition

Corporate tone

Television is one of the biggest killers in terms
of development

Crumbled

"We didn't do anything wrong, but somehow we
lost

Weren't focussing on customer

Disruption

Samsung pretty much did nothing (at the time)
and gained market share
Market share

Also focussed on younger market
"Opo" brand. India. over 1bn

High quality music
High quality selﬁe camera

"Thinking the unthinkable"

Make it better every day
In ways almost imperceptible to audience

Really know them
...know their mindset
Design principles

Understand your customer
Exec/CxO --throws off suits and goes and
works on the front line

Design thinking

Nobody wakes up and thinks "I want my life to
be more complicated"

Introduction

The undercover boss

Ask "why would we do that"
Sometimes the existing process is just ﬁne,
there are more important customer problems to
be solved

We assume we know what our clients want

Awareness

e.g. enquiry
e.g. via channel

Consideration

Facing the Problem

e.g. website landing page
e.g. booking form
e.g. receipt, conﬁrmation
e.g. information follow up
e.g. customer phones with query or alteration
e.g. do the rest right and you'll get loyalty
e.g. incentive

Acquisition

THE UNDERCOVER BA
S01E01
RYAN FOLSTER
@RYANFOLSTERSA

We often pre-suppose the solution
COO wanted to see software implementation,
to improve the check in process
Great Mountain Bear Lodges

Silos

Service

Framing the Problem

Loyalty

e.g. assume we need 50 types (lines) of
shoes... But then this reduces choice (few in
their size)

We don't always design for the client

Customer Journey Maps

Tag system, can charge to room on tag,
waterpark
Seemed good in isolation, but check-in then
took 14 minutes

It's not about a good process, it's about a happy
customer
People upset about beneﬁts

Need to think holistically, part of journey can be
great but others let it down. Might be a 40 yr
journey (e.g. banking)
Consider giving customer choice

People see it with their own eyes
Good intent from the exec

Simplicity

Need to understand context
e.g. marketing. First touchpoint.

Often systems designed for staff not customer

Keep design principles in mind when looking at
customer journey
Change management

Logistics company

...but they were better than competitors
...change management! Lack of communication

Bad change management is an issue!
We work in silos

